
Beckhoff presented numerous new products and innovations to the trade 

visitors at the automation meeting place at the end of November. Around 

57,000 trade visitors from 75 countries gathered information at the trade 

show in Nuremberg, Germany. The Beckhoff automation toolkit is being 

expanded in all areas of technology: from new multi-touch panels and an 

extended range of servomotors up to the compact safety controller for small 

and medium-size applications. Version 3.1 of TwinCAT provides users with 

new and extended functions for the automation software. Beckhoff Trade 

Show TV gives a detailed overview of the new products and trends in New 

Automation Technology.

Impressions and Trade Show TV:

www.beckhoff.com/sps
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Tire Technology Expo 2013 
draws a successful balance

USA: XTS celebrates premiere 
at the Pack Expo 2012 

With a record participation of more than 180 exhibitors, the Tire Technology 

Expo 2013 was celebrated as the most successful event since its inception. 

More than 2000 trade visitors from around 80 countries gathered information 

about products and solutions at the world’s most important trade show for tire 

manufacturing from 5 to 7 February 2013 in Cologne, Germany.

 Beckhoff presented its open PC- and EtherCAT-based control solution, 

which can be used in the entire tire manufacturing process. In keeping with the 

high demands of the industry with regard to dirt and high temperatures, the 

“automation toolkit” from Beckhoff provides particularly robust and reliable 

components. Klaus Büttner, branch manager for the rubber and tire industry 

at Beckhoff, draws a positive balance from this year’s Tire Technology Expo: 

“Discussions with our customers and new contacts have given rise to concrete 

beginnings of interesting projects in Germany and abroad, including the USA. 

Despite the currently rather reserved investment behavior in the industry, the 

flexible scalability and simple integration of our solution mean that we are in 

demand as a partner for the modernization or extension of existing systems. In 

addition to that our engineering services are interesting for many customers, 

because in the professional execution of automation projects – from planning to 

control cabinet manufacturing – they benefit from our long industrial experience 

and the know-how of our experts by saving time and costs.”

Further Information:

www.packexpo.com

www.beckhoffautomation.com

Further Information:

www.beckhoff.com/tiretech

Beckhoff presented its eXtended Transport System (XTS) for the first time ever to 

the North American trade audience at the Pack Expo 2012 International, which 

took place from 28 to 31 October 2012 in Chicago. For the construction of pack-

aging machines in particular, the linear transport system offers genuine support 

for the lowering of engineering costs, for process optimization and – owing to 

its compact design – for new, space-saving machine concepts.

The Pack Expo, which is one of the world’s largest packaging and processing 

trade shows, registered record figures in 2012: almost 2000 exhibitors on an 

exhibition area of 100,000 m² welcomed around 45,300 trade show visitors.

 The XTS demonstration at the Beckhoff trade show booth attracted an 

extraordinarily large number of visitors and made the Pack Expo the most suc-

cessful trade show for Beckhoff’s American subsidiary last year. End customers 

from the packaging and food industries, machine manufacturers and also the 

publishers of business magazines crowded in front of the presentation of the 

innovative drive system.




